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It’s Green Made time





It’s Green Made time

What does Green Made mean?

Green made means thinking, developing and manufacturing in harmony with our 

environment. Whenever our Designers are planning a new product, their first thoughts 

are addressed to nature, which they draw their inspiration and creative passion from.

Certified environmental management system UNI EN ISO 14001:2015
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Green Made: values

While ideas are transformed into forms, we start looking at the manufacturing process.

Each step is carefully checked with regards to the environmental impact and each following 

decision is taken if our eco-compatibility objectives are fully reached.

This means that when we manufacture our products, the 

will be assured by the advanced technologies and very strict controls carried out by a very highly 

qualified personnel, generating a product conceived constantly thinking of the environment.

Green Made concept by Colombo Design 
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Green Made: why

Protecting our resources is more and more important in a global economy, in particular paying attention 

to reflections of manufacturing onto the environment. Increase of consumptions of non-renewable resources 

(minerals, metals and fossil combustibles) due to increase of population, imposes manufacturing standards 

privileging conservation of the available resources and raw materials. 

Our manufacturing process are the results of our global attention to environment protection,

as evidenced by the UNI EN ISO 14001:2015 certification.





Certified environmental management system UNI EN ISO 14001:2015
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